Which is Correct?

DIRECTIONS: Choose the correct word to complete each sentence.

1. If you don’t write down the assignment, you might forget to do ___ homework.
   A. your  B. you’re

2. If ___ finished with that book, may I borrow it?
   A. your  B. you’re

3. What is ___ opinion on this current political issue?
   A. your  B. you’re

4. I like French fries so much, I might eat ____ serving too.
   A. your  B. you’re

5. If ___ not coming home, I’m going to make plans without you.
   A. your  B. you’re

6. Jack said he would be ___ friend, then he lied to you.
   A. your  B. you’re

7. I don’t think ___ feelings for me are as strong as I would like for them to be.
   A. your  B. you’re